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Based in California, Fotopod Booth has been specialising in
providing professional photobooth services for 11 years. Led
by its owner and chief designer Tu A. Le, the company has wide
appeal across photography, event, and corporate industries as it
consistently pushes the boundaries of photobooth technology.
Set to reach the market this year is a groundbreaking new concept
called the 360°ORB, an innovative photobooth technology with
the ability to capture 360° video footage. Fotopod’s collection
features a variety of booths and accessories that cater to an array
of events and requirements, including the v2 Original and its v4
Nano Pod counterpart, the v5 Foto Mirror, v6 Lux Mirror, and the
LED Hashtag Printer. These products all come with remote tech-
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support functionality, no additional fees, and are developed with
military-grade materials that are built to last.
Marking Fotopod as an industry leader, its 360°ORB booth
introduces a number of leading features, adding to a range that
has already taken photobooth technology to the next level. The
360°ORB has the industry’s first duel-controlled white plus RGB
360°-pixel tube LED DMX, exquisite lighting controlled by smartapp technology, and a top mounted modular planetary motor
design that’s patent-pending. Tu A. Le has worked on cutting-edge
projects for a number of years, possessing more than 20 years of
experience in the high-end creative visual effects industry where
he held senior roles at major Hollywood studios including Disney,
Sony, and Lucasfilm. The business has starred at more than 5,400
events thus far, taking them to the next level by supplying these
unique booth set-ups with innovative technology.

The judging panel was particularly impressed by the 360°ORB’s
user-friendly design. Fotopod’s team has developed a dynamic
counterbalance weight system, ensuring genuine stability, and a
360° spinning armature. It’s designed to immediately disengage
when contacting an object – such as an unaware guest – ensuring
their safety at all times. Furthermore, there won’t be any loose leads
and cables filtering from the booth as its fully-powered by a Lithium
Power Station. Fotopod offers on-going software support with all
rentals and purchases of its photobooths, ensuring customers can
maximise the technology’s potential. In addition, the company
offers worldwide shipping on its entire range.

